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We have had several questions about the levels and teaching order. When the membership tells 

me they want to change the teaching order or element some of the calls on the basic and 

mainstream list. Then we have to come up the way we are going to do that. Which every way 

we go on this will have to be decided by the membership. There are a lot of calls that could be 

removed from the list the way we have tried to do this in the past and found out that some 

callers have special call that they just could not make it without that call and 90 per cent of the 

time that call could be called directional. Its time to stop crying about what will happen if we 

have only one level. That’s all we will have until we can rebuild the Mainstream Level 

One level is all that we had for many years that was back when the dancers were running 

everything and it was the dancer activity. Today the dancers have no say in what the Square 

Dance activity should be and that’s what has killed square dancing when this Covid-19 hit.  

They are not even allowed to have any say in what calls they should have or what calls they like 

are do not like. “Don’t worry bout the mule just load the wagon” after all this is a dancer 

activity yet they do not have a say it. The callers do. How long has it been since you ask the 

dancer if they liked the call that you just did or if it danced well. 

They are told this is your activity, NO IT IS NOT! It’s the Callers that think he or she will tell 

everyone in square dancing what they can dance and how to dance and how they are in charge 

of everything. If they are why should they not have to pay themself?  

Folk’s callers are still paid employed of the dancers. Yet they are paying for a music 

performance License to Public Perform Music at a Dance that is the response ability of the 

square dancers CLUB. If the club is a caller run club then it becomes the CALLERS 

responsibility to buy the Music Performance License 

The Copyright Law states that The Sponsor of the event shall obtain a Music Performance 

License to comply with Federal law for Public Performance of Copyrighted music. 

It did not say if you want to it says if you cause Music to be used in a public performance you 

must have a public performance License from BMI /ASCAP. IT DOES NOT MATTER WHAT 

YOU OR I THINK ABOUT IT, THAT IS THE LAW, A FEDERAL LAW. 

This is just my opinion and I don’t care if you agree with it or not. We Callers are going to find 

out that the dancer are still the one that runs the show and we are paid by the dancers and if no 

dancers show up and we have no one to call to. In all the 60+ years that I have Called, we all 

ways had enough Dancers and now we have to rebuild and Mainstream First. 
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The purpose of starting a new square dance class is to get more people into square dancing in a 

way that will lead to many hours or even years of dancing fun.  If they have been taught their 

Basic Calls from more than one position. The problem with today’s new dancers is simply that 

they have been taught the calls but from one position. I had a lady walk up to after a tip and 

informed me that you should never call Spin the Top and then Swing Thru it should be Swing 

Thru and then Spin the Top that is the way our caller taught us to do. If we as callers would 

teach dancers that a call can be done ONLY by the written Definition of the call. Take the time 

to show them the different positions that the call can be danced from and let them get the feel of 

the different positions that you can dance it from they will enjoy the call much more.    

Regardless of which list are how long we teach new dancers we need to go back to being 

Square Dancers, start back to dress and look like Square Dancers. Today we all need the new 

dancers to stay in mainstream after they have completed Mainstream. To give them time enjoy 

what they have learned, and to let them know that since you were there to help them learn to 

dance they will need to be there for the next Class of new square dancers, in my opinion we 

need to spread the word about the fun we have as Square Dancers, this will make people want 

to join our activity.  We need to put back the rule that you MUST STAY IN MAINSTREAM 

for one year OR until YOU help with the next class Before going to the next level. 

Many dancers think this will prevent them from getting to dance Plus this is not true to enjoy   

you should be a good mainstream dancer. First since this is the foundation of your further in 

Square Dancing you should be able to understand and do the calls in mainstream before you 

become a Plus Dancer. Believe me if you do it this way you will be a much better plus dancer 

and you will enjoy your dancing much more. 

You will be surprised how much more you will enjoy your dancing and being a part of Square 

Dancing if you do this.  Plus getting to know the dancers that helped you, whose friendships 

will last a lifetime. This is the way you pass on the friendship that was extended to you. 

We had more people interested in Square Dance Classes when we went to a restaurant after the 

dance in our square dance dress, and we got more people in square dancing from doing demo 

dances at Malls and special events in our town.  

So today because dancers we will not even wear Square Dance outfits to a dance, they look no 

different to anyone else off the street. Believe me when we look like Square Dancers we get 

more new dancers from that than anything we have ever done. 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

On the next page you will find a flyer from the National Square Convention in Evansville, IN. 

This will be much better than the Nationals this past year In Jackson, MS last year. The dates 

are June 22-25, 2022 register at www.71nsdc.org 

From now on all ACA newsletters will be posted on the web page at 

www.Americancallers.net and emailed to the current members. 

 

http://www.71nsdc.org/


 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

This is an excerpt from ACA President Newsletter from the late 1980s… 





 


